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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 
 
NEOGOV is used by more than 
1,000 entities, primarily in the 
public sector, including 20 
other states. 
 
 
 
 
 

State Personnel Office 
NEOGOV Expenditures 

(in thousands) 
 

FY Amount 
2012 $75.0 
2013 $52.7 
2014 $60.9 

Total $188.6 
Source:  NM Sunshine Portal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SPO purchased NEOGOV prior 
to Department of Information 
Technology approval. 
 
 
 
 
 
In FY13, over 206 thousand 
applications were received, 
3,000 classified positions were 
filled, influenced by the 
increase in advertised 
positions since the hiring 
freeze ended in FY11. 
 
 
 
 
 
The lack of a system interface 
between NEOGOV and SHARE 
is inefficient, delaying the 
hiring process, and potentially 
causing errors.   
 
 
 

Given the high vacancy rates of many of New Mexico’s state agencies, 
timely movement from posting an opening to filling the position is critical.  
The State Personnel Office (SPO) is the state’s central human resource 
office responsible for providing human capital oversight to executive 
classified agencies, including the supervision of all administrative and 
technical personnel activities of the state.  The Personnel Act states 
selection shall be based solely on qualification and ability, and positions in 
the classified service shall be justified in writing and made from 
employment lists of ranked candidates.   
 
In FY12, SPO purchased and implemented Insight by NEOGOV.   
NEOGOV replaced the PeopleSoft recruitment tool in the statewide human 
resource, accounting and managerial reporting (SHARE) system with the 
goal of:  1) making the application process easier and faster for applicants, 
and 2) making employment lists more meaningful and useful for agencies.  
SPO’s Compensation and Classification Bureau staff led the effort to 
implement the NEOGOV recruitment system, with SPO officials 
acknowledging the implementation of NEOGOV was not as smooth as 
hoped. 
 
The NEOGOV application offers many advantages to users as well as SPO.  
The system functionality facilitates SPO’s ability to comply with the 
Personnel Act, includes position requisition approval, automatic minimum 
qualification screening, test statistics and analysis and reporting.  However, 
while NEOGOV automated many recruiting and hiring processes, state 
agencies continue to be challenged to timely fill positions with qualified 
staff.  These inefficiencies appear due to static business processes and not 
necessarily NEOGOV. 
 
This evaluation assessed the status and functionality of NEOGOV and 
identifies specific points within the hiring process that potentially delay 
agencies’ hiring abilities. 
 
KEY FINDINGS 
 
State Personnel Office’s business practices may limit the 
effectiveness of NEOGOV. 

• SPO lacked sufficient documented business requirements prior to 
purchasing NEOGOV. 

• SPO did not update its operating procedures to match the 
efficiencies gained with NEOGOV. 

• Since implementing NEOGOV software, the time to hire increased 
from 69 days in FY12 to 78 days in FY14. 

• SPO’s process for providing referred list to agencies limits the 
effectiveness of the NEOGOV system and the agency’s ability to 
hire on a timely basis. 

• The NEOGOV service level agreement with SPO limits the 
warranty, providing services on an “as is” basis and customer’s use 
of services is at its own risk. 
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LFC staff could not validate if 
SPO completed a security 
assessment or whether 
NEOGOV has a security plan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although automatic scoring 
should reduce subjectivity and 
the time to review and screen 
applications, an element of 
human judgment remains part 
of the process. 
 
 
 
 
 
SPO has not conducted a 
formal survey on the use of 
NEOGOV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In NEOGOV applicants may have difficulty determining if applications are 
accurate and complete. 

• Although the recent NEOGOV upgrade redesigned the process to 
make it easier for jobseekers to access accounts, create applications 
faster, and improve navigation, applicants have difficulty 
determining if an application is accurate and complete.  

• The application process is cumbersome and because of 
administrative technicalities potentially qualified candidates are not 
considered, leaving agencies with an incomplete qualified applicant 
pool. 

• Potentially qualified applicants are denied consideration for not 
attaching transcripts when a degree is required. 

• NEOGOV functionality is not automated when assigning preference 
points. 

 
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The State Personnel Office: 

• Review requirements for all stakeholders, document the 
requirements and create a requirements traceability matrix.  A 
requirements traceability matrix may be used to determine if the 
current project requirements are being met. 

• Conduct a formal survey for NEOGOV system users; state 
employees (HR staff) and applicants. 

• Work with a NEOGOV consultant on reviewing the implementation 
process and additional functionality the system offers. 

• Determine if NEOGOV has performed a security assessment and if 
so, request a copy of the assessment. 

• Determine if NEOGOV has the functionality to create a system link 
in the education section when there is a requirement for a degree 
and indicate whether or not the transcripts are attached. 

• Automate the New Mexico residency preference point’s 
assignment. 

• Provide standard reports on the hiring process to LFC with quarterly 
report card. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Background.  The State Personnel Office (SPO) is the state’s central human resource office responsible for 
providing human capital oversight to executive classified agencies, including the supervision of all administrative 
and technical personnel activities of the state.  The Personnel Act states selection shall be based solely on 
qualification and ability.  Selection for any appointment to positions in the classified service shall be justified in 
writing and made from employment lists of ranked candidates.  SPO’s Career Services Bureau primary 
responsibility is to ensure compliance with the Personnel Act. 
 
On October 12, 2011, a SPO memorandum notified agencies of the implementation of Insight by NEOGOV on 
November 1, 2011.  In addition, an article in the October 17, 2011 Round the Roundhouse announced the 
implementation of NEOGOV.  Public sector agencies across the United States have used NEOGOV software since 
1999.  NEOGOV is an on-line applicant tracking system that automates the recruiting and hiring processes used 
primarily in the public sector by more than 800 state governments, cities and counties, colleges and universities, 
school districts, courts, public safety, and transportation authorities.  NEOGOV is provided as “software-as-a-
service” on a subscription basis.  As a software delivery method it is sometimes referred to as “on-demand 
software” that does not require configuration by the customer because the software and associated data are hosted 
remotely on the cloud.  Cloud computing is the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the internet 
to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer.  Software-as-a-service has 
become a common delivery model for many business applications, including human resource management, similar 
to commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software.   
 
SPO purchased the NEOGOV subscription from a software value added reseller under the state price agreement 
with En Pointe Technology Sales.  The initial cost of $75 thousand in FY12 was funded by Department of 
Transportation (DOT), Department of Health (DOH), Children, Youth, and Families Department (CYFD) and 
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department (EMNRD).  SPO pays an annual renewal fee for the 
subscription and license fees.  
 

Table 1.  State Personnel Office 
Summary of NEOGOV Expenditures 

 
 Fiscal Year Description Amount 

FY12 NEOGOV Initial cost* $75,000 

FY13 
NEOGOV Subscription License and Hire 
Select License Integration 

 
$52,695 

FY14 
NEOGOV Subscription License and Hire 
Select License Integration $60,875 

Total $188,570 
Source: NM Sunshine Portal 

*Funded by DOT, DOH, CYFD and EMNRD 
 
In 2011, NEOGOV replaced the PeopleSoft recruitment tool in the statewide human resource, accounting and 
managerial reporting (SHARE) system with the goal of:   1) making the application process easier and faster for 
applicants, and 2) making employment lists more meaningful and useful for agencies. 
 
SPO contracts for desktop support, network, and other IT services with the Department of Information Technology 
(DoIT).  SPO does not have a separate agency IT program budget and does not have information technology (IT) 
staff positions in the agency.  The director of the Compensation and Classification Bureau serves as the acting chief 
information officer.  Compensation staff led the effort to implement the NEOGOV recruitment system and continue 
to serve as the system administrator and provide first and second level functional and technical user support.  SPO 
officials acknowledge implementation of NEOGOV has not been as smooth as hoped and reported best 
practices are being discussed with other states. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_(computing)�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_hosting_service�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing�
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATONS 
 
STATE PERSONNEL OFFICE’S BUSINESS PROCESSES MAY LIMIT EFFECTIVENESS OF 
NEOGOV  
 
The NEOGOV application offers many advantages to users as well as the State Personnel Office (SPO).  
Since the implementation in November 2011, the state’s applicant pool and the number of positions filled 
significantly increased.  Additionally, all applications materials are electronic and recruitment information is 
maintained on-line, allowing all phases of the recruitment and hiring process to be tracked.  The software, used in 
over 1,000 state and local government agencies and higher education, was inexpensive to acquire, with no costly 
upgrades. 
 
The system functionality facilitates SPO’s ability to comply with the Personnel Act, includes position requisition 
approval, automatic minimum qualification screening, test statistics and analysis and reporting.  NEOGOV’s 
capability to produce standard reports allows SPO and executive agencies to track the timeliness of the hiring 
process.  The LFC recognizes the value of the data available in NEOGOV and requested SPO provide hiring life 
cycle reports to assist in ongoing performance monitoring (Appendix B).  
 
According to the 2001 LFC report, hiring was a manual process and paper driven with the average number of days 
to fill a classified position vacancy was 134 days; including 100 days at the agency and 34 days at SPO.  The 2007 
LFC report indicated SPO decentralized many HR functions, and in 2006, the implementation of the PeopleSoft 
recruitment tool in SHARE, job candidate screening previously performed by SPO was handled automatically by 
the SHARE system.  With the implementation of NEGOV the number days to fill a position dropped.  Previous 
LFC reports highlighted the need for SPO to enforce compliance with the Personnel Act.  The NEOGOV system 
facilitates compliance with the Personnel Act, including certification of ranked employment lists.  
 
SPO lacked sufficient documented business requirements prior to purchasing NEOGOV.  SPO’s stated its 
reason for choosing a new recruitment system was being out of compliance with the Personnel Act since it was not 
providing certified ranked employment lists or conducting pre-employment testing.  However, SPO did not 
document how the previous system was out of compliance with the Personnel Act.  In June 2011, SPO indicated 
NEOGOV has the functionality and capability to ensure compliance with the Act.  In contrast, the SPO director has 
stated numerous times in public hearings the reason for moving to NEOGOV was the lack of minimum 
qualifications by New Mexico’s previous system.  Although NEOGOV was a software-as-a-service 
implementation, it still required stakeholder needs, business processes and requirements, and expectations to be 
documented.   
 
NEOGOV’s project management consists of assigning a consultant to assist a new customer with their 
implementation.  NEOGOV required SPO to complete a NEOGOV business process review form.  Although 
incomplete, the business process review indicates some agencies recruited using minimum qualifications and some 
agencies had testing requirements conducted independently of SPO.  Instead of performing a formal gap analysis of 
the current system, SPO indicated the business process review form served that purpose.  This is not typical for 
documenting requirements when implementing a new system.  With the lack of documented requirements, business 
processes had to be adapted to fit the NEOGOV system.  In choosing software-as-a-service, generally, the customer 
throws away its business process and uses the product’s or service’s process.  LFC staff could not verify if SPO 
conducted a gap analysis to determine how its business process would fit the NEOGOV product to ensure 
stakeholders needs and expectations would be met. 
 
The State Personnel Office (SPO) purchased NEOGOV prior to Department of Information Technology 
approval.  The Department of Information Technology (DoIT) requires agencies to submit an exception request to 
Executive Order No. 2008-11. This executive order was intended to reduce and eliminate duplication of technology 
and reduce information technology operational costs through enterprise models, such as the statewide human 
resource, accounting and managerial reporting system (SHARE).  SPO’s request indicated it had already purchased 
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the subscription to NEOGOV to replace the recruitment module in SHARE.  DoIT approved the exception June 20, 
2011, after the subscription was purchased. 
 
SPO did not update its operating procedures to match the efficiencies gained with NEOGOV.  The NEOGOV 
system is designed to streamline the recruitment process and reduce time to hire by publishing job openings and 
accepting applications online.  Nationally, NEOGOV consultants report several benefits of the system, including 
reducing the time to hire and improving quality of hires.  Some benchmark results include: 
 

• Average time to hire – 33 percent to 55 percent reduction; 
• Recruiter/analyst effort – 37 percent reduction; and 
• Support and administrative effort – 77 percent reduction. 

 
Effective June 2011, prior to the implementation of NEOGOV, all recruitment and hiring requests required review 
and approval from the Office of the Governor, SPO, and the Department of Finance and Administration (DFA), see 
Appendix C.  When SPO and DFA issued an approval, the agency was notified via email, and then forwarded to 
the Office of the Governor for final review and approval.  Once approval was received from the Office of the 
Governor, agency human resource managers were directed to process the personnel transactions.  These approval 
requirements were in place for 17 months after NEOGOV was implemented. 
 
SPO’s November 2012 memorandum (Appendix D) eliminated approval by the Office of the Governor which 
eliminated the review and approval for all recruitment and hiring requests.  Because of critical hiring needs, CYFD, 
DOH, and the Human Services Department approve their own advertisements.  Effective July 1, 2013, state 
agencies are no longer required to obtain SPO and DFA approval to advertise (Appendix E).  Once an agency has 
received all required internal approvals, to include budget and human resources, it submits a requisition (Position 
Advertisement Request) to NEOGOV to initiate the advertisement.  According to SPO, its approval process has a 
turnaround time of up to five business days to advertise positions.  However, LFC staff could not validate this claim 
without necessary documentation generated by NEOGOV. 
 
The typical recruitment process in NEOGOV is shown in the diagram below. 
 

 
 
Since implementing NEOGOV software, New Mexico’s time to hire increased from 69 days in FY12 to 78 
days in FY14.  After two years of implementing NEOGOV, SPO has not maximized efficiencies.  SPO’s FY12 
second quarter workforce report stated agencies and SPO faced a relatively steep learning curve transitioning to 
NEOGOV.  SPO’s FY14 second quarter performance result for the average number of days to fill a vacant position 
exceeds two months, while the performance goal is 40 days.  In FY13 the percent of new employees who 
successfully complete their probationary period was 58 percent, with a target of 85 percent.  These performance 
measure results indicate the difficulties SPO is facing with the implementation of the NEOGOV system.  Planning 
and implementation in other states varied, ranging from five months up to a year.  SPO implemented NEOGOV in 
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five months, providing some agencies a few weeks’ notice in mid-October before going live.  In contrast, Alaska 
seamlessly transitioned to NEOGOV by piloting one agency before implementing all agencies.  
 
Other states also track the time it takes to fill a position.  Like New Mexico, Washington state human resource 
function is decentralized and after two years of implementation, the time to hire decreased from 56.5 days in 2010 
to 44 days in 2012.  New Mexico shows an increase from 69 days in FY12 to 83 days in FY13, as shown in the 
chart below. 

 
 
SPO analyzed positions to determine what is increasing the average number of days to fill a position within an 
agency.  SPO reported the delay in hiring occurs at the interview stage.  SPO’s FY14 second quarter workforce 
report indicated the time to interview and process a hire (53 days) is the most significant portion of the hiring 
process.  However, in November 2013 State Personnel Board meeting minutes, the director reported the number of 
days to fill a position is elevated due to jobs not being closed out.   In January 2014, SPO issued a memorandum to 
partner with agencies to work on decreasing the number days to interview and complete the selection process, 
recommending interviews be conducted within two weeks of receiving referred applicants.  Without access to 
NEOGOV data and reports, the LFC staff could not verify SPO’s analysis and reporting. 
 
In an attempt to improve applicant processing times, SPO trained agency human resource personnel at some state 
agencies to assess, score, and rank applicants.  Although some agencies have the ability to post advertisements, 
rank and certify the eligibility list, the time to hire varies and is lengthy.  For example, the Department of 
Transportation (DOT), District 6 reported it takes 64 to 126 days to fill a position without re-advertising.  
Appendix F shows a flowchart of DOT’s hiring process.  Another agency reported the hiring process takes 97 days 
as shown in the table below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

49 
53 
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83 

71% 
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Chart 1.  State Personnel Office 
Summary Performance Measures  

Average number of days to fill a vacant position 

Percent of new employees who successfully complete their probationary 
period 

Source: SPO and LFC Performance Reports 

NEOGOV  
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 Table 1.  Hiring Process and Timeline 
   
Task Description Number of Days 

1 Decision to fill position 2 
2 Prepare and obtain budget approval paperwork 1 
3 Create a requisition for a job posting 2 
4 Obtain approval of requisition – SPO  5 
5 Waiting for job to be posted – SPO 13 
6 Advertise position 14 
7 Request and obtain certified list*- SPO 7 
8 Review applicants and schedule interviews 9 
9 Conduct interviews 3 

10 Select candidate 3 
11 Determine compensation 2 
12 Obtain approval for compensation – Program level 2 
13 Obtain approval for compensation – Agency level 4 
14 Obtain approval for compensation – SPO 15 
15 Make offer 1 
16 Start date after offer 14 

 Total Days 97 
Source: LFC files 

*FY14 second quarter SPO reported 11 days to  process and refer  
 
SPO’s process for providing referred list to agencies limits the effectiveness of the NEOGOV system and the 
agency’s ability to hire on a timely basis.  Although administrative code allows agencies to develop policies 
governing their use of employment lists with SPO director’s approval, SPO only allows the top 15 candidates to be 
referred to hiring managers.  Some agencies reported a list of 15 candidates is not always enough.  When an agency 
requests a list of 15 additional candidates they must complete a request form and provide detailed information 
justifying the need.  SPO also allows agencies to request the top 30 candidates for specific positions, usually when 
there are multiple vacancies being filled using one advertisement.  SPO reviews the justification and determines 
whether an additional list of 15 is warranted or when a list of top 30 candidates is appropriate.  The LFC could not 
verify how often agencies request a list of additional candidates, if SPO is approving or denying the requests, or the 
length of SPO’s turnaround time.  In contrast, with the SHARE recruitment module, agencies were able to print a 
system scored list and screening results to include all submitted applications and resumes. 
 
NEOGOV functionality includes position requisition approval, automatic minimum qualification screening, test 
statistics and analysis and Equal Employment Opportunity reporting.  The system provides the ability to run 
standard and ad-hoc reports.  For example, the Requisition Life Cycle report provides the number of days the 
requisition spent at each step in the process and is primarily used by SPO.  SPO stated depending on system access 
permissions, agencies may run their own reports.  However, some agencies are not aware they have access to run 
reports or that there are reports available and one agency established its own tracking tool.  In addition, SPO did not 
provide sample reports the LFC staff requested. 
 
SPO does not appear to have a formal mechanism to obtain agency and applicant feedback on the use of 
NEOGOV.  SPO has periodically held meetings to discuss NEOGOV with agency human resource staff but has not 
conducted a formal survey on the use of NEOGOV.  Agency feedback to the LFC, although limited, indicated the 
NEOGOV recruitment system is labor intensive and sometimes burdensome.  Other than contacting SPO by 
telephone and email, applicants using the NEOGOV system do not have a means to provide useful and measurable 
feedback.  LFC staff could not determine if SPO has maintained the applicant user feedback to identify areas for 
improvement and lessons learned. 
 
As a best practice many entities who implement new software request participation in a satisfaction survey to gather 
benchmark information and for continuous improvement.  Efficiently gathering, analyzing, and acting on feedback 
in a meaningful way can increase an organization’s success and strengthen relationships.   
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The lack of a system interface between NEOGOV and SHARE is inefficient, delaying the hiring process, and 
potentially causing errors.  Although SPO closed the SHARE recruitment module when NEOGOV went live, hire 
information must be entered in the Human Capital Resource (HCM) module in SHARE.  HR staff must re-enter all 
new hire information processed in NEOGOV into SHARE including biographical details, position number, and job 
information.  NEOGOV’s customer service consultant indicated integration with other systems like SHARE is 
possible through a standard flat file transfer with a cost of $2,000 to $5,000 annually.  NEOGOV would do the 
setup and SPO would be responsible for maintenance.  SPO did not purchase this option, stating because of the 
pending upgrades to SHARE.  The duplication of effort increases the time to complete the hiring process.  With a 
recurring cost of $2,500 per year, the duplication of effort likely costs more. 
 
The NEOGOV service level agreement with SPO limits the warranty, providing services on an “as is” basis 
and customer’s use of services is at its own risk.  NEOGOV does not warrant the services will be uninterrupted, 
error-free, or completely secure.  Best practices for software-as-a-service implementations require a service level 
agreement between the customer and the service provider.  Service level agreements define what is being offered 
and penalties if service performance is not met. The service level agreement should meet the needs of the state and 
its citizens, not just the needs of the service provider.  SPO provided a copy of the agreement, signed in June 2012 
for the FY13 subscription.  The LFC could not verify if an agreement is in place for the FY14 subscription.    In 
addition, DoIT did not confirm if it has established a standard “contract” for service level agreements with 
software-as-a-service providers or if there are criteria and a process for reviewing software providers’ service level 
agreements when an agency’s purchases software-as-a-service. 
 
LFC could not validate if SPO completed a security assessment as required by DoIT.  It is unclear whether SPO 
or NEOGOV have conducted a recent security assessment or if a plan is in place.  SPO did not include an 
information technology (IT) security assessment plan in its FY15 IT plan.  DoIT’s guidance indicates agencies 
should submit a plan for an IT security assessment conducted in FY15 by an independent third party.  A security 
assessment will ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of information owned, controlled, or processed 
by the agency.  The very nature of software-as-a-service poses security challenges and DoIT has not established a 
statewide policy for cloud computing. 
 
The system does not notify applicants when creating an applicant profile their information is stored in a nationwide 
database.  Because applicants are uploading transcripts and other official documents with personal identifiable 
information, they should be aware of where the information will be and who will have access to it.  When applying 
for a job on the SPO website applicants are redirected to the governmentjobs.com website.  Applicants may not be 
aware of the redirection.  Information regarding data security is difficult to locate on the SPO or 
governmentjobs.com website.  However, the governmentjobs.com website states “to prevent unauthorized access, 
maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct use of information, GovernmentJobs.com has put in place 
appropriate physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we collect 
online.”  This contradicts NEOGOV’s service level agreement; NEOGOV does not guarantee a completely secure 
system.  
 
Given the risk in using the NEOGOV system as is and lack of security guarantee, a contingency and disaster 
recovery plan are critical.  A contingency plan and disaster recovery plan must maintain a business impact analysis 
to determine the potential threat to the organizations business process in the event of not being able to access the 
NEOGOV system.  The LFC could not verify if SPO has a disaster recovery plan and contingency plan should 
NEOGOV encounter problems.  An application of this magnitude and importance should maintain documentation 
for any unexpected disasters or disruptions in service. 
 
A disaster recovery plan involves restoration of major physical disruptions to the information systems and a formal 
disaster recovery plan would document and include the following: 
 

• Information regarding secure data storage; 
• Backup procedures; 
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• Detection mechanisms;  
• Off-site locations for recovery; and 
• Infrastructure redundancy. 

 
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the organization develops a contingency plan for 
the information system that: 
 

• Identifies essential missions and business functions and associated contingency requirements; 
• Provides recovery objectives, restoration priorities, and metrics; 
• Addresses contingency roles, responsibilities, assigned individuals with contact information; 
• Addresses maintaining essential missions and business functions despite an information system disruption, 

compromise, or failure; 
• Addresses eventual, full information system restoration without deterioration of the security measures 

originally planned and implemented; and 
• Is reviewed and approved by designated officials within the organization. 

 
Recommendations 
 
The State Personnel Office: 

• Review requirements for all stakeholders, document the requirements and create a requirements traceability 
matrix.  A requirements traceability matrix may be used to determine if the current project requirements are 
being met. 

• Conduct a formal survey for NEOGOV system users; state employees (HR staff) and applicants. 
• Work with a NEOGOV consultant on reviewing the implementation process and additional functionality 

the system offers. 
• Plan and conduct a security assessment by a third party to identify any vulnerability’s with the application. 
• Determine if NEOGOV has performed a security assessment and if so, request a copy of the assessment. 
• Contract with the Department of Information Technology to provide assistance in the development and 

implementation of a contingency plan and disaster recovery plan. 
• Provide standard reports on the recruitment and hiring processes to LFC with quarterly report card. 

 
The Department of Information Technology: 

• Develop criteria and a process for reviewing software provider’s service level agreements when agencies 
purchase software-as-a-service to ensure requirements and performance expectations are met. 

• Establish a statewide policy for cloud computing, including security requirements. 
• Provide the State Personnel Office assistance in developing and implementing a contingency plan and a 

disaster recovery plan. 
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IN NEOGOV APPLICANTS MAY HAVE DIFFICULTY DETERMINING IF APPLICATIONS ARE 
ACCURATE AND COMPLETE 
 
Although the recent NEOGOV upgrade redesigned the process to make it easier for jobseekers to access 
accounts, create applications faster, and improve navigation, applicants have difficulty determining if an 
application is accurate and complete.  The application process requires applicants to create an applicant profile 
account and complete an application containing education, work experience, certificates, and transcripts, or other 
attachments, if applicable.  In completing a section in the application a checkmark indicates all required fields were 
completed.  However, when prompted for attachments, the applicant may have difficulty determining if the last 
attachment, such as transcripts, is already in its profile.  Also, documents are no longer attached automatically 
based on what was submitted with the last application.  Applicants must attach the documents each time they apply.  
The last 15 attachments uploaded are available in NEOGOV to reattach when they apply.  However, the system 
does not easily indicate how to upload the available documents making it difficult to determine if the proper 
documents are attached.  SPO’s notice regarding the upgrade may not have provided sufficient time for users to 
learn and adjust to the changes in the system.  As early as February 2012, one State Personnel Board member asked 
if NEOGOV could be programmed to determine if proper documents are attached to an application. 
 

NEOGOV APPLICANT SCREEN 
 

 
 
NEOGOV may not be user friendly and intuitive to all users.  Fonts are small and extremely light, making reading 
difficult as shown above. 
 
Through the applicant self-service portal, applicants may track application status on-line with periodic emails 
automatically sent to indicate progression in the screening process.  Applicants are notified via email when the 
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initial application is received, when minimum qualifications were not met, and if applicant was an unsuccessful 
candidate.  Some agencies and applicants reported concerns with the automated notifications, indicating the emails 
were from the agency’s human resources department but actually originated from SPO’s applicant support.  This 
causes confusion when the applicant contacts the agency directly and the agency is not aware of the notification.  In 
addition, applicants are contacting agency human resource staff for assistance with the application process. 
 
The application process is cumbersome and because of administrative technicalities potentially qualified 
candidates are not considered, leaving agencies with an incomplete qualified applicant pool.  Although the 
NEOGOV system allows an applicant to attach their resume, SPO no longer allows resumes to document work 
experience.  Text resumes and attached resumes are no longer being reviewed or considered.  If an applicant has 
previously included work history on a resume, they must transfer work history into the work experience section 
prior to applying.  LFC observed instances where an individual was the top scoring candidate who did not include 
all work history in the work experience section but attached a resume.  The HR administrator could not certify the 
number of years of experience the applicant indicated in the work experience section of the application and 
disqualified the applicant.  However, the applicant’s resume confirmed the applicant’s years of experience.  
 

State Personnel Office  
Selection Process 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source:  State Personnel Office 
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Potentially qualified applicants are denied consideration for not attaching transcripts when a degree is required.  
Transcripts may be uploaded after the application is submitted but must be included before the job posting closes.  
For example, a qualified applicant who has been out of college for 30 years did not have a transcript readily 
available could not attach the transcript before the job posting closed and was eliminated for consideration.  
Although the application was substantially complete at the time of submission, the system did not allow a 
concession for delay in attaching the transcript.  However, when NEOGOV was initially implemented an agency 
user frequently asked questions indicated SPO would notify individuals of missing transcripts and request the 
transcript be forwarded to the agency contact within 48 hours.  Apparently this practice was discontinued.  Also, in 
previous years SPO would contact applicants if their applications were incomplete and allow applicants to provide 
the missing documents.  NEOGOV does not have a system link to the requirement for a degree and whether or not 
the transcripts are attached exists.  The NEOGOV upgrade has a notice stating “required attachments must be 
provided before submission” but this notice is not included in the education section of the application.  Documents 
such as transcripts and degrees will likely be needed consistently and are not part of the applicant’s permanent 
profile.  This is inefficient for the applicant and the HR analyst.  When a job posting requires a degree, the system 
could have the applicant attach a transcript when completing the education section of the application. 
 
SPO’s automated notification letters now include a statement that allows the applicant to request a review of the 
determination within five business days.  If the applicant fails to contact SPO within five business days, the 
applicant waives the right for a review of the determination.  In addition, the notification states the applicant cannot 
amend or modify its application after the advertisement has closed.  The notification also indicates SPO is available 
to review future applications, upload transcripts and provide other assistance in the application process.  
 
Although automatic scoring should reduce subjectivity and the time to review and screen applications, an 
element of human judgment remains part of the process.  Before a referred list is sent to a hiring manager, part 
of the ranking process includes confirmation the information provided by the applicant is verifiable.  This includes 
verification of transcripts and stated related work experience.  Applicants whose education and experience cannot 
be confirmed will not move forward in the process.  The confirmation process is not systematically completed.  The 
HR analyst must review each section of work experience and determine if the experience is related to the purpose 
of the position.  When the SPO HR analyst does not have the expertise in a particular job classification, 
professional judgment is used and sometimes SPO requests assistance from agency’s subject matter experts. 
 
Also there are inconsistencies in automated notifications and applicant’s status.  A current state employee applied 
for an IT Generalist I position at another agency and had been an IT Generalist II previously for four years.  The 
applicant was notified that minimum requirements were not met and would not be considered for the position.  The 
on-line application status indicated the individual was eligible.  SPO’s website states the application status 
“eligible” means based on the applicant’s responses to supplemental questions it has met or exceeded the minimum 
qualifications and has passed the first stage of screening.  Applicants are initially scored on a pass or fail for 
minimum qualifications.  Each job posting has three scoring phases: 
 

1. Required minimum qualifications (education and experience); 
2. Supplemental questions; and 
3. Preference points (residency and veterans). 

 
Supplemental questions are developed by agencies to collect additional job-related information regarding an 
applicant’s qualifications for a position.  To receive full consideration, the applicant must answer the supplemental 
questions.  SPO’s website indicates most advertisements will have a minimum of five supplemental questions. 
Supplemental questions for job postings are selected from an “item bank” in NEOGOV and each question is worth 
either one point or five points.  In most cases three supplemental questions are standard: 
 

1. Indicate the highest level of education completed. 
2. How many years of experience do you have related to the purpose of the position? 
3. Do you possess a valid New Mexico driver’s license? 
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NEOGOV functionality is not automated when assigning preference points.  Statute allows up to ten preference 
points assessed on applications to provide additional credit for being a New Mexico resident for up to five years.   
When applying the New Mexico resident preference points, HR analysts must apply a filter and manually enter the 
number of points.  This becomes tedious and time consuming when agencies have a large volume of applicants to 
process.  The system does not automatically populate the number of points based on the years of residency. 
 
In addition, up to ten preference points may be applied for being a veteran, disabled veteran or a current member of 
the National Guard.  HR analysts must verify documentation for these preferences.  With the recent upgrade it is 
not clear if the documentation remains in the applicant’s profile or if it has to be attached each time an application 
is filed. 
 
Recommendations 
 
State Personnel Office: 

• Determine if NEOGOV has the functionality to create a system link in the education section when there is 
a requirement for a degree and indicate whether or not the transcripts are attached.  

• Automate the New Mexico residency preference point’s assignment. 
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AGENCY RESPONSES 
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APPENDIX A: Evaluation Objectives, Scope and Methodology 
 
Evaluation Objectives. 

• Assess the status and functionality of NEOGOV system. 
• Assess the impact to hiring.  

 
Scope and Methodology. 

• Reviewed applicable laws and regulations. 
• Reviewed prior LFC reports. 
• Reviewed available information on NEOGOVTM website. 
• Reviewed NEOGOV information from other states and the internet. 
• Reviewed the State Personnel Board’s meeting minutes. 
• Conducted interviews with the state agencies human resources staff and other key personnel. 
• Met with the State Personnel Director, department’s acting Chief Information Officer and other staff. 
• Reviewed available project budget, contracts, and financial data. 
• Reviewed the Department of Information Technology’s approval document.  

 
Evaluation Team. 
Brenda Fresquez, Lead Program Evaluator 
Patricia Barton, IT Consultant 
 
Authority for Evaluation.  The LFC is authorized under the provisions of Section 2-5-3 NMSA 1978 to examine 
laws governing the finances and operations of departments, agencies, and institutions of New Mexico and all of its 
political subdivisions; the effects of laws on the proper functioning of these governmental units; and the policies 
and costs.  The LFC is also authorized to make recommendations for change to the Legislature.  In furtherance of 
its statutory responsibility, the LFC may conduct inquiries into specific transactions affecting the operating policies 
and cost of governmental units and their compliance with state laws. 
 
Exit Conference.  The contents of this report were discussed with the State Personnel Office during the exit 
conference on April 7, 2014.  A report draft was provided the department on March 20, 2014 for formal written 
response. 
 
Report Distribution.  This report is intended for the information of the Office of the Governor, the New Mexico 
Human Services Department, the Office of the State Auditor, and the Legislative Finance Committee.  This 
restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record. 
 

 
Charles Sallee 
Deputy Director for Program Evaluation 
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APPENDIX B: LFC Request for NEOGOV Reports  
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APPENDIX C: SPO General Memorandum 2011-02, Personnel Transactions 
Submittal and Approval Process 
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APPENDIX D: SPO General Memorandum 2011-02 (Revised), November 16, 2012 
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APPENDIX E: SPO Memorandum, Revision to Recruit and Hire Process, June 28, 2013 
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APPENDIX F: Department of Transportation, District 6 – Hiring Process Flowchart 
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APPENDIX G: Project Limitations and Status of Information Request 
 
The program evaluation was hindered by the State Personnel Office’s limited cooperation, unwillingness to provide 
information, and lack of access to the NEOGOV system.  The LFC staff attempted to accommodate the agency by 
providing alternative dates for scheduled fieldwork and requested information. 

Status of LFC Information Requests  
Item 
No. Item Description 

Date 
Requested 

Date 
Received Comments 

1 Needs assessment and gap analysis. 11/19/2013 
12/2/2013 - 
Incomplete SPO provided a business process 

review (form from NEOGOV). 
2 

Application requirements document 11/19/2013 12/2/2013 - 
Incomplete 

3 Application use cases or user stories. 11/19/2013 12/2/2013 - 
Incomplete 

SPO provided Information from 
NEOGOV website were customer 
testimonials, not application use 
cases for determining how NEOGOV 
should function based on SPO's 
requirements. 

4 
Interview other SPO staff who are subject 
matter experts (email 12/9/14) 12/9/2013     

5 
System access to run automated 
functionality testing of application in staged 
environment or production if necessary. 

12/2/2013   NEOGOV hosted in cloud by vendor 
and it may not be feasible. 

6 
System access to perform security testing 
of application. 12/2/2013   

NEOGOV may have a security 
assessment of application, SPO will 
follow-up with the vendor. 

7 Current (FY14) Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) between NEOGOV and SPO.  11/19/2013   The SLA provided on 12/2/13 expired 

6/30/13. 

8 Completed Order Forms associated with 
the NEOGOV Service Agreement. 

12/9/2013   

SLA states there are supplied Order 
Forms to more fully describing the 
services to be provided by software 
provider.   

9 

Agreement, such as Memorandum of 
Understanding, with DOH, DOT, CYFD 
and EMNRD for funding the initial cost of 
NEOGOV. 

12/9/2013   
How did the transaction for the FY12 
payment of $75 thousand get 
processed? 

10 
List of agencies and agency HR managers 
who have access to eligibility lists and on-
line referrals. 

12/9/2013     

11 List of SPO staff trained on NEOGOV 
including the date of training. 12/9/2013     

12 NEOGOV training materials. 12/9/2013     

13 
NEOGOV on-demand training available to 
NEOGOV customers (email). 12/9/2014     

14 NEOGOV Training for HR officers (phone 
call). 

1/10/2014     
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Item 
No. Item Description 

Date 
Requested 

Date 
Received Comments 

15 

Sample standard reports used by 
agencies, including Requisition Life Cycle 
(small and large agency) and Application 
Statistics by Job. 

1/24/2014     

16 

Example of minimum qualifications results 
from Survey Monkey for a professional 
level job description where a degree is 
required, e.g., Engineer or Accountant. 

1/24/2014 
  

17 
List of agencies trained in On-line Hiring 
Center (OHC) and Insight, including names 
of individuals. 

1/24/2014     

18 
List of other software packages SPO 
looked at prior to decision to purchase 
NEOGOV. 

1/24/2014 
  

  

19 SPO NEOGOV training demonstration 1/24/2014   
Alternative proposal from SPO 
instead of No. 13 and No. 14 
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